School’s Apex Body – the School’s Cabinet is instrumental in translating the school’s vision ‘To create professionals who are critical thinkers, creative planners and effective practitioners’ into reality by evolving and promoting a set of paradigmatic core values of egalitarianism, democracy, unequivocal commitment to school and social goals, adherence to norms of sharing and responsibility. All these key values are quintessential in the emergence of a system of leadership that thrives on trust amiability, love, respect and undying faith in equal opportunities for all.

The democratic principles are central and life blood of all scholastic and non-scholastic activities held at school and investiture ceremony is no exception to it. Ensuring the respect for democracy, sovereignty, equality, fair play and justice, OPJMS upholds its hoary convention of designating students to positions of prestige and dignity in the school’s cabinet every year.

Being considered as the glowing soul, the school cabinet represents the glove as an decorum. The Investiture moments for with their excitement surged high. Distraught with momentary stress, they walked the aisle gracefully holding candles in their hands signifying their solemn unexpressed vow not only to shoulder the high profile responsibility with utmost dedication but also to be the guiding beacon for their juniors. Walking in sync with others with music being played in the background, their faces were writ large with new hope, faith and confidence in their capabilities as leaders.
The most proud moment arrived with the pinning of badges to the elected representatives amidst great thump and applauds from their parents.

The cynosure of the ceremony was the transfer of house flags to the new prefects by the old ones, symbolic of passing on the responsibility of sustaining rich legacy of values that the school imbues in students. The solemn moments moved on to culminate in the oath of allegiance administered to the prefects by the Principal whom they avowed their loyalty and common commitment to blaze a trail of glory for the institution. The day drew to a close with an awe-inspiring speech of the principal, motivating them to keep duty over self and do the best. The loud echoes of the National Anthem with a charged up emotional atmosphere pulled down the curtains of the ceremony.